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l?ROiiJ. THE STAT.ili.

ll\i IRODU CT1 iJl~.

0~

SUPJ:.LY

11~T.hO.uU Cl'IO.ti

The material for this thesis and the observations and conclusions

~ira';,:n

are all the resul t of

the ',:iri tel's connection wi th a group
by

J3ro~,iin

'Nno

\'/e1 e engaged

Erothers to determine the possi bili ty of

supplying the St.Louis Coke and Chemical Company
~ith

iron are from the state. The original idea 0as

to try to obtain the Coke Companies complete requirement from the state.
V.'hile the resul ts are in a sense negative, the
com~any a~preciated

the fact that,in a case of this

kind, even negative results have a value.
It can be underst60d that this

~ork

necessitated

the considerations as set forth,in a more or less logical sequence,in the index.To collect this information,
i t required a study of the present activitY,as

~ell

as,

prospecting and the examinations of undeveloped deposites
of the state, and testing in the l'aboratory the feasibility of beneficiating the various samples from the

several locations.A trip to the Minnesota iron ranges
including a visit to the Babbit Mill,which is successflillY,treating the hard magnetic taconites;a stop at
the University of Minnesota's ore dressing laboratories;

a study of the vc.rious reduction furnaces , including

H.G.S.Anderson's recently patented sIonge iron furnace;
~ere

all considered necessary in order to acquire a

more comIlete knowledge of the present state of progress in the beneficiating of iron ores.
The context,it will be notiued,does not mention
the Iron Mountain property. This is purposely done because at the time of doine" this 'Nark the company did

not wish it included in the general considerations.

Ho;,-Jever ,since both the character of this deposit and
the nature of its ore is in no way siwilar to either
the sink fills or bog iron derosi ts, i t-i,:ill in no Y;ay

invalidate any conclusion ,- e may dra;:. in connection

with them.
It is hoped-that this introduction has served
the purpose of at

le~{.st

indicating the scope of the

work carried on,the source of the material usedtand
further ,has indicated and removed the only exception -lJhich was not considered in thi s

tI

Investigat ion

of the Possibility of a Missouri Furnace Obtaining
an Iron Ore SUIPly from the State".

2.
Mil

ll:~V~STIG_~TIOl~

O.b' :fii.t!i P0SSI.dILliY OB A li.iISSOUHI

FURl~AC~

LOCATIon

The economic considerations that go toward
determining a furnace location must of necessity

playa part in deciding the value of an are

de~osit

with reference to that particular furnace.The value
of an iron ore depends largely

on its proximity to

a market,and again on its composition and mode of
occurrence.When the low value per ton of this ore
is considered it is readily und8rstandable how important the freight item is.In fact,this item often
spells the difference between iron ore and merely
mineral iron accepting the definition that an ore
is a mineral from which values can be extracted at
a profit.
Since st.Louis is,at present,the only market
of any size v.'hich could be considered for Mi sBouri
ores,due to the freight item,it appears ex:pedient

to briefly revie':; the factors that ma...'ke ita center.
It is a general rule in metallurgy that ore is sent to
.

-

the fuel rather than fuel to the ore. This is probably
accounted for by the fact that fuel occupies a much

greater volume per ton than the ore,or in market terms
. a greater freight car movement in the direction of

the furnace is required c].nd even the necessi ty for
a ereater number of'cars is at once apparent. In addition to this if the field is narroJed to a discussion

of an iron blast f:lrnace either ra·,. coal or colee
would be shiI)ped. In ei ther case the' obj ection of the

greater car movement and the necessity for more cars
~-.- auld

a.I<ply J and if raw c cal is· the fuel there is the

added objection of paying freignt ana large dead or
.1aste tonnage. Since Illinois coal had been exploited

for' a long period 1revious to a
ful furnace being

the delay of a

erec~ed

in the

co~~ercially

success-

~ississip~i

Valley,

installation,recognizing the

~lant

advantages of a furnace at St.Louis,is only conceivable c;;hen it is understood that up to a fe':; years

ago Illinois coal 7as considered non coking.It would
hav8 meant shipping 'both fuel and iron to a natural

market, from the point of vi ev; of adequd. te transporta...
tion both by rail and
large local

~ater

cons~~ption

and the possibility of a

of product. The

~erfecting

ratenting of the Roberts coke oven ,for \!ihich it

and

~·;·as

claixed and has since proved that it could successfUlly coke Illinois

coa~,gave

the necessary

im~etus

for the erection of a large furnace at Granite City.
It is a modern plant coking its

o}~n

coal ,operating a

by product plant;or to jUdge it by its practice rather

than its facilities,is no':.' :producing a ton of :pig on

1770 rounds of coke. Its fuel and flux are both local

products,while up until the

ti~e

this investigation

.'as made it depended entirely for its ore sUTPly on
the northern ranges. This plant has a distinct advantage in that its sales

overhe~::..d

is cOIDI)letely re-

moved by virtue of an eXisting contract

~hereby

the

National Stamping and Enameling ";'-orks takes most of
its product as hot metal. This alone,as long as the
relation exi sts, should insure not only a permanent

operation but ala.: Iiroduction expense :rer ton of
I;ig as both the usually large sales ov.erhead and the

caste house expense is entirely removed.Further,this
brines to notice the fact that outside of the possibility of pruning production cost here and there.
practically their only chance for a lower priced
metal lay in obtaining lO,Jer priced ra;.

materi~s.

They had satisfactorily solved the coal and flux
problem so that left as their only opportunity the
chance of obtaining a lo,,':er priced ore.Lo·.7er priced

ore is used here in a sense of any are that

~ould

ultimately :::,ive them a lO';;er cost per unit of product.

This is important,for due to this,not only price :per

I

ton of ore must be considered but the various opera.tion costs incident to the use of t4at particular ore,
such as coke,flux,labor and furnace

cap~city

all be included in the estimate of the

o~e

must

cost.In

considering a local ore supply they could buy on the
0l~en

market or locate and operate their o .. n mines.

With the first,unless they could get afirm,large' and
substantial enough,to take a contract ,there
the question of a variable su:pply not

onl~

~as

in

always

cor=..:po-

sition but from the vie';,:' point of shipments.No firm
apDearing large and substantial enough ,or ,.i th enough
ore blocked out to

t~(e

such a contract;the only solu-

tion seemed to be a"general survey of the Missouri ore
si tuationiii th a vie,: to determining -.'lhether or no

it was possible to secure a supply of ore from the
state that could compet e ';: i tb Lake ore, from th'e point

of view,of course.of cost per ton of product.This
then,is the object of this report,remembering that
the investigation was made to determine i f a Missouri

supply could out compete Lake ore for the St.Louis
Coke and Chemical com-pan1's Furnace and not to ascertain if i t could be obtained for some other furnace'

either built or projected.

3.

Al~

11jV.Gbl IGAT=ON OF
I

.E'Uill~b.GJ:J,;

1}~:E

O.B;l.AIEIJ:IG

~SSOURI

IrlJh

f'JSSI.BIJ..ITi J.E'
A.l~

lii.Ol~

A

iL..ISSJURI

O.H.E SUE.PLI

O}~ ~\D D~FOSITS

The problem outlined ,1 t no" becomes necessary
to carefully survey the field,Irofiting by both the
fruitful and disastrous experiences of others in the
field,a.ncl atternl"ting to get a broad enough view point

so as not only to get a thorough grasp of the present
situation but broa.d enough to jUdge the general value
of the unexploited deposits.
1ii ssouri occupi es a rather uni ({ue rosi tion ',:i th

respect to the national progress in metal production,
in that it has the distinction of being the first iron
producer . · .:est of Ohio.It is stated that Y.:.arquette in
1673 discovered Missouri's

iron,~hile

not until 1815

"as the first furnace erected,the Ashebran. Furnace,in
Iron County.To correlate these facts it will be noted

that the first iron are discovery in the United States
is credited to Ralph Lane,who was conmanding an expedition financed by Sir Walter Raleigh.The year is given
as 1585,and the Roanoke River quoted as the site.Here
in Missouri we find the French had discovered and were
operating on the lead ores as early as 1700.With the
exception of the Meramac Spring's furnace which went
in blast in January 1829 and Was operated at intervals

for thirty years,all the earlier projects had a small
output f:nd a. short life.From 1850 until f],bout 1888
~as

the state

a leading factor in the nations iron

trade,but at this time iron are ani products both declined in price,due mainly to the discovery of the
im.mense high gre.de derosits around the LEJ.<:es.This high
grade bessemer ore could be mined at a very low cost

so that the market drol-:ped below the }=:ossible Missouri
production figures. Since this time a few further
sporadic attempts have been made and not until the St.
Louis Coke and Chemical Compa,ny stc-;.rted operations has

ther been any sign of

8

thriving,likely iron smelter.

In fact the only operations of any importance in the
int erval

'\1.

ere the shipments of Pilot Knob ore to the

Ohio smelters. True the Sligo Furnace lasted thru the

war booID,and the St.Louis Blast Furnace Company started, but was forced to blow down even previous to it, in
191J. ,·to be eX2..ct. It has naturally furnished the incentive for increased activity thru out the state and

Missouri's iron ore production reflects this condition
in that its income from sales reached a peak in 1918
and has held pretty steadily since.

In using production figures,ore
info~tion

~r1ces

and sucb

as criteria we can only draw usefull con-

clusions i f 'Ne use them. in connection wi th the general

trend.For exaaple.llissouri brown ore was quoted at $5.00

in 18?1,took a sharp drop to about $2.00 around the
period vihen the Lake ore comm.enced to enter as a fac-

tor, reached its l07lest point of $1.08 in 1897, and then
started a gradual rise until at the present it brings
$4.50.Its first drop is probably a direct result of the
appearance of Lake ores,its continued falling off due
to the fact that the tonnage of Lake ores available,as
.';ell a.s competi tien bet.'leen Lake ore producers increased;
and its rise until the present depends on several conI

tributing causes which must include the falling off in
grade of the Lake ore,the more restricted tonnages available from the Lakes in that most of the larger companies
"have either taken over or tied

u~

the source of their

supply/and the increase in mining costs and increased
freight rates.
Confining the situation to Missouri as we have,we
can add that the increased local demand has also had its
effect.
While most of these items are pretty much self
ex~lanatory,it

is necessary to digress long enough to

make clear the

a~plication

of at least one of these

factors.In general terms,mode of occurrence,composition
and proximity to the market are the qualifications of
an iron ore which must be considered in determining its
worth.Proximity to the market ,with ore from the state

is negligible. The last two however,will bear further examination.
First it is necessary,in order to get a clear conception of this subject,to point out that

relative~y

iron ore is abundant and therefore must seek a

rr~rket.

In dealing v.;ith silver;gold or diamonds,to take the
other extreme,the market seeks them. Translated into its
commercial application this means that an iron ore can
only be sold provided the market wants to buy that particular

Ol'e.

or from the mine

o-:~,:ners

view point, a con-

t,ract with a market is his very life.Actually this means,

for instance that bessemer
Louis

~ith

L~<e

are laid

~

in St.

51.5% Fe and 8% or less silica brings $5.75.

It is to be noted here that this standard is steadily
dro~~ing,that

is,the required iron units per ton are

decreasing, which is simply a reflection of the policy of
mining the easiest to get and that nhich brings the

high~

est price first;or,in a sense,a gigantic high grading.
At present 'more and more of the range::mines are installing mills,keeping the grade up as high as possible but
cutting the margin of profit.Competition,of course,
forces this measure of protection.Missouri ores bring
$4.50 but the average iron content is around ,45% .Silica
is a variable depending on the

contrac~

bargain the mine

owner is capable of getting.For the ~resent purpose let

i t be assumed at

816 or less t ini;!hich case the furnace

O-,7ners problem then becomes; is the $1.25 saved on are

more than enough to overbalance the necessarily increased production items of coke,flux,labor and decreased
furnace capacity? Working out the costs the furnace owners
in effect say ,":;i th such and such a composi tion of ore ",'ie

will pay so much, but with the iron running less

than~hat

ever figure is decided on,the silica over this maximum
and the phosphorus and sulphur

likewiseJ~e

refuse to con-

sider a purchase.Right here it can be stated that Missouri
is no exception to the generalty that iron and silica are
usually associated,in fact} this silica. is the thing that
makes a great tonnage of Missouri iron,mineral and not ore.
Consequently,also,a bonus is paid for lime. With this explanation of the trend in prices and production,as rlell as
the furnace owners viewpoint as to his ore

sup~ly,Missouri

iron ores and deposites can be discussed with a better
understanding of the necessary commercial considerations.
Crane,in his state

repo~t

of 1912 lists the Missouri

ore types as follows:
(1) Brown ores "including the deposits of primary
and secondary limomites in Southeast and SouthVlest Missouri.
(2) Hematites of the filled sinks,including the ores

of the central Ozark district.

(3) Specular ores in porphyry,including the deposits
in the St.Francois i'.:ountains.

(4) Hematites'of the Carboniferous and Silurian.
tl1:rhree~

above has already been dismissed.·vYhile the

ores in group four according to Crane,"Do not offer any encouragment as commercial sources of iron ore".7his

narro~s

the field to the bog iron deposits with its limonite,and
the sink deposits "[Nith its hematite.
Hematite,if pure,contains 70% metallic iron.It less
often captains combined impurities than any of the other
iron are types and

further~it

constitutes about nine tenths

of the nation's ore production.The granular variety is
often

pro~uced

by

the replacement of granular rocks,such

as limestone; the earthy or npaint" ore" ,by

rep~acing

a

fine grained homogenious rock such as fine grained chert.

It also occurs as oolitic,argelacious,pseudQmorphic,or
even in a massive crystalline form.
Limonite or

ttbro\j~·n

oretl ,if pure,analyses 59.8;!

metallic iron and 14. 51~ combined

,;~ater. It

is produced

either as an original chemical precipitate or as an alter-

ation product of other iron minerals.A primary limonite
results from the direct precipitation from iron bearing
solutions. Bog iron is the chief representative of this
class.It usually has an open cellular texture,but against
this is usually highly silicious,due to the sand,chert

or clays being precildtated simul taneollsly, often in so
,",uJllc1ru&

fine a state that sUbsequent crushinc to t-,-;o"mesh does
not separate the particles of iron and silica. Primary
limonite if a replacement of other rocks,such as decomposed chert,is also apt to be silicious due to the unreplaced materials. There are some soft ocherous varieties
of primary limonite Thich are not found to any extent in
this state. The secondary limonites result from the alteration of

t~e

sulphides marcasite and pyrite by oxidation

and hydI'ation. This di stinction betv.'een primary and secondary is necessary vihen an evaluation of ttbrown ore"
de~osits

is made •

. Missouri t s iron region is roughly bounded by th'e

limits of the Ozark uplift

~ith

an area of about thirty

thousand square miles. This uplift,geologically considered,
contains in section the members from the Pre-Cambri&..n

through the Upper Cambrian, now considered :Jrdiiri:b:i'any&cept for the unconformities ,the members concerned having been either removed or never deposited. The geology
of the Gasconade,Roubidoux and Jefferson City,the top
formation of the Upper Cambrian and the lower two of the
Ordivician,will be vital in any discussion of iron ores
as it is in,or associated 0ith these formations that

the ore is found.

, Proceeding from the bottom,the Gasconade is first.
It consists of

t~.·o

members the Gunter sandstone at the
t

bottom and the cherty dolomite at the

to~.The

Gunter

varies in thickness from t',,:/o and one half to eighteen
feet,its color from

~hite

to brown and its composition

from calcarious sandstone to quartzite.It is not iron

bearing. The upper' member is ,however, one of the }:rinciple
iron ore horizons of the state. The sinks, and bog iron
deposits both are associated with it.Its main characteristic,as is '.i'Jell said, is that it hasn't any.It forms
the surface rock in most of the river valleys in the
Ozark region and thicknesses of

t7~O

hundred and forty

feet are not uncommon. Crane defines it as consisting'
Hchiefly of cherty and non cherty dolomite ',;:ith inter-

.

'cQiated beds of solid chert and

occasione~

thin beds

of sandstone': The chert compr'ises about ten to fifteen
~ercent

of this member.

Next in order is the Roubidoux,again a hard member
to define due to its variety of compositions and thickness even in a given restricted local area.It is credited vvith having the widest surface distribution of' any
of the Ordivician formations in this locality,and occupies the divides principly,and most

impor~ant

paper,is associated with many of the iron

to this

de~osits.

Its !!1embers are; first

,8. lo~.-:er

sctnclstone usually thin ,-

bedded carrying cross-b8ddingtsuncr~cks and ripple marks,
the evidness of shallovii bay conditicns; second,a va,riable

cherty dolomite;third,a cherty sandstone becoming more
fine grained as

~e

approach its up}'er limit; and fourth,

the youngest c"nd uI;rer member,a thin bedded I/cotton
rock lf gra::ling into a cherty dolomi t.e. 'This last is sel-

dos found as an outcrop due to the ease with which it
weathers. This whole formation, the Fioubidov.x, a,s has al-

ready been stated is hard to define even as to thickness but perha:fs one hundred feet would give a fair
idea of its average.
The Jefferson City,or the cotton rock,as it is
l:o:pularly called ,atta.ins a maximu.'l'll thickness of four
hu~dred

and fifty feet.It has a lower member of pitted

dolomite,an1 UPler of fine grained dolomite with thin
inter~olated

beds of chert and sandstone. From the iron

ore standpoint,it can be said that many of the limonites
resulting from altered sulphides are found in the residual materials of this formation;and through the filled
sink district it is often responsible for the lime content "iihich the hematites sometimes carry.
So much for the general geologic background,and
passing to the brown ores and their distri bution,i t v/111

be noticed that the distinction between primary and sec-

ondary limonitss fl:Lr4ishes a natural division.
The secondary limonites are widely distributed

throughout the district.lt can be found

26

part of the

w'8.sh in nearly all of the st reaK, beds. The great er number

of operations on this type of ore are found on the southeastern slope of the pla:Leau.Vi'hile these deposits are '.
usually underlain b:,.' Gc=.;.;:,conacle ,RoL-bidaux

0.(

Jefferson

Cit y , the great el' number a::,'e imbedded in the residuum t a

hetrogenious mass of clay,chert and sand ,which en:. irely
covers the plateau at varying depths. Its occurrence is

usually in the forrr~ of scattered boulders ,ledge like

masses, a.s ir:cegula:t" pocl\:ets inclosed by clay or a series
of such pockets separated by Ilcl ay horses lJ • iTotice that
;Nhile the occurrence is varies ,no large lenticular masses

as in the Lake region are found,nor are any continuous
veins found. This alone means a different rtt1n:ing,

metho~l

a greater hazax'd as it is next to im:possible to block out
the ore ,and being content -.-.-ith a smaller margin ot' profit

on a low priced ore at

tha~ .More

of this later. In pros-

pecting for this ore,rock fragments in the surface resi-

duum are tbe chief features,but this in no way furnishes
evidence

ciS

to the size or extent of the possible body.

The overburden varies from nothing in a surface 'sheet of

boulders to as high as twenty feet. The ore itself is often

aSGOCiaT, ed "-li th a hard de .. se neYC1at it e but r:ever goethite,
a~3 is the case ~:.ith the primary.T'he associated impuriti2.s

are silicz. ,a,luni.ini6.
silica is :present
distributed

f.... nd

occasion&.lly iron sulphide. The

mc-~inly

througho~t

as chert and

quc~rtz

crystals

the boulders of or~.It must be

C?,dmitted that the sulphur furnishes no insurmountable

COITu::ercial problem. It usually increases 'with depth and

can

oe

eE..sily avoided. Fronl the all important silica stand-

point ,.:hat is kno,.n as :pipe ore is by far the best.It is

neXL to impossible to distinGuish between mineral ore
and waste as the later term deIJends on the amount of

fine ore in the
L~een

~aste.7here

is no sharp distinction be-

ore and country rock,simply a deposit of various

sized boulders grading clov\ln to fines,with at the same time
variable amounts of chert inclusions.In some cases the
larger boulders

<:I1I:{tZ.

~lnb

practically free from chert and

in other cases a good ·..·{ashin;~- plant would unquest ionably

convert some of the present waste into comcrlercial
~nalyses

of several shipments of pipe ore show an iron

of 55,_ 27%. silica 7" 56%, phos:phorus. 08% and manganese ,,138%
and sulphur

.079%.~ith pipe

ore the only possible trouble

comes from associated clay which can,however,easily be
removed by washing. The boulder secondary runs but slightly
lower in iran but its silica content is usually higher.

This pipe and boulder ore are ordinarily mined and loaded direct on the car. When the fines are washed i t is not
uncommon to have them run as high as

20.f~

silica ,while

12% ~ould be a fair average.In SOIa cases this is mixed
with boulder ore so that the car load shipment can be
kept within the silica requirements. This however is an
individual problem for each mine.
Now with the main

~roblem

in mind,of supplying a

furnace with ore,what are the possibilities of the secondary are answering the purpose. The facts disclosed are
briefly variable,scattered,small deposits.Crane

a~its

that it is probably not possible that any of these deposits will exceed 100,000 tons,while it
tigating groups experience that none

T.~;as

~ere

the inves-

found that

ran above 50,OOO.This,in conjunction with the fact that
the furnace requires 1000 tons a day,presents one serious
aspect of the case.For the problem to be settled by the
use of these secondary ores 'i.ould mean first of all ,light,
easily transported mining and washing equipment.True,
the cost of milling at anyone pi t "J70uld be low, but when

the added cost of transporting the equipment and the expense of the necessary field exploration force is

CO~

sidered,both made necessary by the limited tonnage of

anyone deposit,it becomes apparent that the mining cost

per ton ·would increase to a more formidable figure •.Further,
The methods of mining and milling at any are pi t 'Hou1d

necessarily have to be made flexible enough to vary with
the ore and tYl,e of deposit ,another added expense.Aga.in
water is not available at many of the possible pits,and
more often it means a long expensive ':lagon haul to get
are to the railroads. All this,with the further fact that
the necessary prospecting is difficult and expensive,and
even after favorable indications are found more money
rc.ust be spent to determine if the prospect is large enough
for the necessary

transpor~ation

and mining charges to

make it a comrtercial proposition.Finally 1000 tons a day
means twenty cars shipped a day.No pit was found that

could well handle,at the most/over tenJdue to necessary
hazards of wagon transportation,the limited available

working fJrce,and other such causes,so that a greater
tie up of investment in equipment with the incident heavier
de);,reciation and obselescence charges ,as well as gre:;ater
overhead from the labor point of

view~all

point to the

inadequacy of this source as a possibility.This,in no way
means to state that a single or group of

~orkings

cannot

and are not often turned at a r·rofi t J simply that for the

problem in hand this source was
tially a field for small scale

inadequa~It

is essen-

o~erationsJwhere

the owner

or a responsible representative personally directs

~

the operations and \':atches carefully for all chances to
cut the· operating expenses.This stopping of several possible small losses can easily make or break such an operater.Again it must be ailinitted that those that come out
on the short side not infrequently Ildress the mine\! and

pass it on to the first individual

~hom

they can convince

as to the merits of the pit.In other words ,at least a
portion of southeast Missouri iron mining profit is made
in the exchange,lease or sale of the alleged iron mine.
Turning to the primary limonite$;1tis found that
their distribution is limited to two relatively small
areas termed the "southeast TI and

II

south7lest II fi elds~ The

ores of the two fields differ sufficiently to make advisable their separate treatment.

Then southeast II district is a narrow belt across the
southeastern border of the Ozark plateau,about fifteen
miles wide and one hundred miles long. The production to

date is close to 30,000 tons or thirty days supply for a
moiern furnace.Along the broad flood plains of the rivers,
the Current,Black,St.Francois and Castor,water is plenti-

ful but the high divides have a difficult problem right
here.The only solution in some cases is to rely on drilled
wells ranging in depth from two to three hundrecl feet.
Geologically,the usuall blanket of residual clay and chert

covers· the district,outCI'OrS of Roubidoux being found
in the valleys. The residual material covering the divides

apI'(3ars to have been derived from Roubidoux ?..J.so and
sho'NS evidences of Jefferson Ci ty and other fonuations
which once no doubt,overlay the entire district.No out-

cro];ls of Jefferson City have been found although it probablg exists under the residual mantel.
Differing from the secondary deposits,the primary
deposits are found to have a relation to the regional

topography.They occupy the crests of the divides and

41."

consequently~all

at approximately a like elevation. The

ore occurs as large and small boulders distributed

irreg~

ular through the residuum,as a replacement of the chert
in part at least.The boulders vary in

sha~e and

size,

some attaining masses of several tons.In some cases the
ore is present as a ledge,roughly stratified/and in which
very little clay or waste is found. The deposits of this
type are clearly resultant from circulating ground water
and further all

h~ve

a greater lateral than vertical ex-

tent. The surface indications consists of dark,cherty
limonite but the area of such outcrop is in no way indicative of the size or character of the deposit.It is
again a question of development. The ore may be low .grade
or just a few feet in thickness even when advertized by

many acres of outcrop. The only saving grace of these
deposits,from the exploration standpoint,is that their
overburden consists usually of but a few feet of the
residual cherty clay.

The are is chiefly limonite with small quanities
of goethite,never anhydrous oxides,and small scattered
manganese oxides inc1usions,but never enough to form a
manganese are. The chief impurity is again the familiar
offender,silica,in the form of chert,sand and quartz.
It occurs as large and small fragments firmly imbedded
in the ore. The finer sand is so firrrly embedded and
finely divided that crushing and washing are totally
inadequate. Sulphides are absent and what clay is present can be removed by washing.Physically,it varies from
a hard dense texture through the various possible phases
to a soft cherty composition. The chert varies from an
occasional fragment to an iron chert breccia termed
Upeanut candy" ore.All of these variations are frequently found in a

s~ng1e

working. The porous cherty type

is most nearly characteristic.
Chemically,this ore would be classed as a

lo~

grade

limonite, the iron content averaging about 45. 5;~. The silica

ranging from 13.5% on up ;average f about

18~·t The

:phosphorus

and sUlPhur run about .06% each,manganese from .35% to
3%,and moisture from 1% to 5%.Comparison of the ore as

mined and washed show that no improvement is made in the
silica content.
]1 rom

the point of vievl of supplying a furnace vIe

find a deposit that is concentrated in a smaller a.rea,
the individual pits often larger than the secondarY,and
due to shallow depth and the greater lateral distribution,
susceptible to 10.. .' cost mining.Nearly ideal in every respect ,:rroVided only that

1.F.'e

can devise a commercially

Iracticable means of lowering the silica content.After
surveying briefly the "southwest primaries and more
fully the hematite sinks,this question of the possibility

of utilizing "southeast" primary will be dealt with in
the following two sections,"Beneficiation of Iron Ores n

and "Beneficiation as Applied to Missouri Ores".
The Itsouthwest" district is confined to an area
about twelve miles wide and twenty four miles long,ineluding portions of western Greene and Christian Counties
and the extreme southeast corner of Dade.Topographically,
this is a gentle rolling country as distinguished from

the sharp, rugged surfa.ce of the "southeast lf field. Wells
are relied on again for water.
This region is just off the western edge of the
uplift and consequently the Burlington limestone of the
Mississipian underlays the district and is covered with
from 25 to 50 feet of red clay containing fragments of

Burlington chert.Unconform2bly upon this Burlington
nlli~erous

are~

outliers of the Pennsylvanian sandstonetshale

or chert conglomerates.No Tertiary gravels have been found.
There is no apparent rela.t ion betwe en the deposi t s
and the

topogra.:phy.~i'he

ore again exists as boulders and

fragments imbedded in the residual cherty clay. Instead

of

replac~ing the

€lJ.closing mater'ial as 'wvas found in

"southeast U ,it alparentljr ";'-"as origiJ:?,ally deposited in
openings along the unconformable contact of the Burling-

ton and Cherokee formations. The individual deposits are
usually sma.ll a.nd irregular in size, thus introducing

all the handicaps mentioned in connection with the sec-

ondary limonites due to this feature.
The ore is chiefly a. dense goethite with small

amounts of limonite but no anhydrous oxides.As to im}urities,silica again is the chief interloper,but an
Qrr

added difficulty is the presence

of~appreciable

amount

of phosphorus.Again the composition and form or :physical character of the are varies from cherty conglomerates
to hard dense boulders.The composition shows a. higher

iron·averaging about 50%.8ilica ranges from. 6 to 16%,
averaging about 11,% ;while phosphorus varies from.l'·; to
.585% I averaging about .2%:and manganese will assay
around .76%.
This ore cannot be very favorably considered for

the problem in hand,for besides the necessarily increased mining cost due to the smallness of the deposits and
variablness of the types of both ore and deposits,one
is confronted with excess finely.divided and cemented'

silica which if i t can be extracted might better be
done for the

It

southeast n rrimary ore -,-:here the mining

costs would be lower.Further the :phosphorus mea.ns higher
~lant

operation cost so that necessarily the value of the

ore would be lower/as compared to a similar ore without
the phosphorus.Assuridly this field offers no solution
for the general problem.

Suwming up the case for the brown ores of Missouei

we find that only the primary limonites of southeast
Missouri will adequately solve the problem provided that
the silica can be reduced to an allowable limit of 8%.

In this connection let us consider Craneis statement that,
liThe value of the Missouri brown ores,from the standpoint

of the smelter,is readily ascertained by comparing them
with the brown ores being mined in other parts of the
United States. tt He then goes on to show that the grade
of the tlsQuthea.st lt limonite in iron and silica is about
the same as the Alabama are ,while Missouri t s secondary

ore averag'es 4.5%

J!Lore

in iron and 1% less in silica

than Alabama's.He overlooks or fails to

~oint

out that

an are value lies not in its intrinsic vorthJbut in its
utility to the l1earest sm.el t er \:hich

In

Alab~'1la

'I:

ill purchc:.se it.

the:;;/" do not have a high grade lake ore to

compete with,further their ore,flux and fuel are virtually
at the furnace door and the market,since the southern demands have been pUilt uPJis,just as close.Without such a
set of ideal conditions no furnace

coul~

operate on,such

an ore,at present.The fallacy of his analogy lies in trying to determine the value of a market seeking material
by'comparing its chemical composition with similar materials
and not attempti.ng to analyze the subj ect in the light of
:proximi ty to the market or manner of occurenc,e ;ivhich he
himself gives as two of the three considerations used to

determine an ore's value.Taking proximity to the market
into consideration,the status of Missouri brown ore as a
sale supply for a furnace is out of the question unless
the silica can be reduced.A Missouri furnace can buy the
more expensive lake ore and turn out a lower cost pig,
than it can,by taking the cheaper,higher silica brown
ores,as it costs them more than the difference in ore
price,in the smelting operation.

Turning now to Missouri's red ores ,the hematites
of the filled sinks they are seen to be associated with
J

filled sink

structures~in tihich

particular they are unique,

standing alone as the only repr'esentative of this tYJ)e

of iron leposi t in the cou.ntry. The

are:=-~

of the region

exr.li bi ting these sinks is about 4000 square miles and

extends from southern Dent County, north~~'ard over the
Central Ozark d1 vide almost to the 1i,Tissouri River. 'This

section is surrounded by the brown ores,and is characteri,zed by an abundance of springs, caves ,and underground

wate= courses. Some of these springs)for

ex~nple,Meramac

Springs in Phelps County,are of considerable size. The
relatively soluable limestones of the region are responsible for these conditions ,and large caves are not un-

usual. Sometimes the solution Cl,ction may leave the roofs

too thin to sUJ.,port their own weight and caving resul ts,
forming the many sink holes to be found. This fact is
found to be significant from the geologic point of view
particularly in understanding the genises of the ore.
Geologically, the district is underlain by the Gasconade,Roubidoux and Jefferson City.The Gasconade is
found in the southern and western parts of the district,
in the valleys of the longer stremns.The Roubidoux is
found as the capping for the hills and ridges of most of
this area. The Roubidoux weathers more evenly than the
Gasconade and so produces gentler topographic relief,
and the contact of these

t'NO

are usually marked by a

change of slope,fortunatly,for here at this contact

most of the ore bearing sinks are found. The Jefferson
City lies north of the St.Louis

~nd

San Francisco rail-

road and sometimes acts as a useful lime supply in the

ores of the section,as

~ill

be pointed out in more de-

tail.

The
dol~illite

si~~s

then result from the solution of the

or limestones

~ith

a subsequent erosion.bring-

ing the ore oody olose to the present surface. The roof

often caves,leaving a dipping rim rock all around to
betray its presence and give a fair idea of its lateral
extent .1JIost of the sinks are roughly eleptical ,and the
ore bodies ,usually with sharp:.'all rock contacts ,are
found to vary greatly in size.The more reguiar are bowl
and lense sha:ped.The largest kno-wn sinks are the

t<NO

Cherry Valley mines which have produced nearly a.ndllion
tons but are

n01,;~r

pretty well e.xhau.sted and unfortunatly

no close seconds have been discovered.
The ore is chiefly a soft red hematite ,locally
kno~·:n

as II pai¢ ore!l ,wi th smaller amounts of specular,

as well as soft limonite. These are

no~

considered as

alteration products of a sulphide Which seems to be
If-,

ell borne out in the field by the fa,ct that some of

these sinks run so high in sulphur as to be useless for
the trade,and further the fact that sulphides in depth
are not uncommon.The chief impurities are thenJquartz,

dolorr..i te )calei t e and marcf..si t e ,and sometimes sUlphide

of corler,lead and zinc.
Many pits free from sulphides to a damaging degree,

at least ,are found ;but
often the deciding

eve(~

in these silica as quartz is

d~tr~ment.

Takin[ an average of the

chemica~

composition of

rec ent shipment s ;the analyses v.:ould show ,- 54.~ iron ,10.83%
silic&,and 1% phosphorus.
The denser sfecular ore runs highest in iron,as
high as 60% at times,while the soft brown ores average
about 457;. ~~he generally acceJ}ted theory of the origin
of these ores is briefly outlined by Crane as follows,
1.The Pennsylvanian sediments once covered the entire central ore district and is cl"edi ted with

being the source of this iron as well as the

state's zinc and lead.
2.The deposition of the iron followed the cutting
of erosion channels through this Pennsylvanian,

thereby allowing the sur:face draina.ge to enter
the underground circulation.
3.The iron is derived largely through leaching,by

meteoric waters of the sulphides and carbonates
in these Pennsylva.nian sediments.
4.The iron was originally precipitated in rlace
as marcasite by descending waters.

5.The localities most

fa~orable

to this deposition

were the siruc structures,generally resulting
frorr~

the depression of the Roubidoux sandstone

into solution cavities in the underlying Gasconade,producing caves at or nea.r the then ground
water level.

6.Later,under more favorable conditions for oxidation and hydration,due to the lowering of the
water- table,these marcasites were altered to the
soft red hematites and brown limonites.

7.And finally since this region has been subjected
to a nearly continuous erosion since Pennsylvanian times ,Y.Gost of these sinks have been exposed.
Three of these sinks

-~;

ere located and drilled, one

at Metatone at Sullivan,and one at St.Claire,but except
for the one at Meta,proved inconsequental to the problem
at hand. The sink at Meta was capped by a limestone which
it was found had enriched the underlying ore in this
element, the ore running about 8% lin:e, and further no
harmful amount of silica o"r sulphur were present.Due to
its advantageous position,a.djacent to a hill side,every-

thing could be hauled out of one driftJmaking cheap mining)and so it was worked to help pay the expenses of the
fu~ther

investigation of the problem at hand.It tias by

no means an answer as its tonnage

~as

about 60.000.

Of course,if' a.nother Cherry Valley is discovered
this will furnish an adequate solution for a time at
least.for its original tonnage(a million) would last a
furnace nearly three years;but at present no larger fits
are known nor are any more high grade ores,easily mined
sinks such as that at Meta available.Like the secondary
limonites,some of these can be mined profitablY,no doubt,
but they furnish no answer, to the procuring of an adeqU2....

te ore supply.Like the secondaries)they are relatively

s1Jla11 and variable a.s to their ore composition and nature.
It then becomes apparent that the only pDssibility
of success lay in being able to reduce the silica in the
abundant. easily mined primary limoni tes, if

8.

supply

sufficient to keep the furnace in ore Vias to be obtained
from this state.
In the next section beneficiation of iron ore in
general)~ill

be considered,and in the section follow-

ing,an account of the experiments carried out to determine the possibilities of extracting

the silica from

the primary limonites at a cost sUfficiently low to
give a commercial product that 7.:ould undersell Lake ores

as determined by the cost of the pig product.
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The beneficiation of iron ores is a subject of
such magnitude a.nd far reaching importance that its

true significance can only be

a~preciated

by first con-

sidering the broad aspects of the iron industry and then
narrowing the field to the immediate factors concerned.
It must be realized that the industry involved is one
of the dominant il1xluences of our present industrial
civilization;that changes in it are destined to affect
modern industry-in1lroved

min~ing

methods, better furnace

practice,or any simfular change,will be translated into
changes,however
~resent

im~erceptible

at the present ,of our

industrial system. Beneficiation of the ore is

one of these changes that,therefore,merits a most careful consideration.To assign i t its proper value the iron

industry as a whole must be taken as unity and so the
past,present,and as far as possible,the future of the
industry must be indicated first.
In 1922 the domestic consumption of iron and
steel per capita was .36 tons;in 1900 it had been .18
tons.Business can be considered normal up to 191? and

of course has not recovered since the War. The pig iron
output of the country doubled every ten years for nearly
half a century.In 1917 the pig iron output was 40,000,000

tons which represents about 80,000,000 tons of ore.The
consumption of iron for countries lagging but beginning
to industrially ft:;Jake_uptl, i s found to be increasing.

For instance.China's per capita consumption is about

one two hundreth that of the United states,or she now
uses about 500,000 tons per year.If her per capita consumption becomes what ours is she will require 150,000,000
tons per year or will require tv·.. ice the annual :production of the world to-day. India and other countries are
beginning to progress which means that our present production capacitYfamazing as it is,must necessarily progress by leaps and bounds. This means that the

~resent

world iron ore supply must necessarily become depleted
at a staggering rate. Changes will necessarily take place,
the start of which ,are at present apparent .As the re-

serves of high-grade(ore that can be used as mined in
the furnace)becomes dep1eted,it is found that the amounts
of

lo~er

grades increase out of all proportion to the

iron content. One authority states that for every million

tons of ore running from 60 to 65 per cent there are
85,000,000 tons of 30 to 35 per cent ore;and the increase
is even more rapid as the iron content drops.It becomes

evident that the real question is not the comp12te exh~ustion

of lresent reserves,but the question of how

best to utilize

lo~er

grade ores.

In 1891 one furnace was throwing 56% ore on
the dump as \vaste; no;.':; 51.5% is the base price.'I:;r .Davis
quotes in his bulletin, tIThe Future of the Lake Superior
District ,figures 'lifhich sholl! that merchantable are will
If

be gone from the Ranges by about 1950,provided the present rate of shiIEent continues and lasts through 1950.
He then shows that the history of minning districts
generally affirm the fact that the tonnages increase
to a maximum,the grade dropping off,and after passing
this maximum begin to decrease. The rate of this decrease
is usually quite rapid at first but may slow up and
the district last many years. With this it must be remembered that the Lakes furnish about 80% of the countries
total iron ore.Realizing that the question of using

.

lower grade ores is a present problem,it might be well
to point out the probable results before passing to a
consideration of how they,the leaner ores, can be utilized.
The direct result of using lower grade ore must
be higher cost

~ig,but

increases greater than this would

entail,have already been met without lessening the consumption or checking civilization.Of course,it will be

in the nature of a

6107';'

chRnge so that industl"'Y will

not rerceptibly feel it.Again this increase may be less-

ened or even ··;,"iped out by improvement s in process.
l?urther ,much of the demanded price of ore today is made
up ofjfirst,a freight element,a.nd secondta rarity value

ap:pearing as roy-a.l ty.When the leaner ores are utilized)
the tonnages are so vast that a central ownership would
be almost impossible,so that the royalty item will either
be lowered or wiped out;and deposits will in many cases
be found closer to the furnace.thus cutting the freight
charge.
From the technical side improvement may be ex:pected in minh;ing,milling, by-products ,and the furnace it-

self.Cheaper

min~ing

is to be expected for only the most

favorable deposits need be considered and the cheaper
open pit method will probably be the general practice.
Milling of iron ores is comparitively new and far behind
the rest of the process for in the past the blast furnace

has been called upon to act as a concentrator and to
separate the iron from the gangueJas well as to make pig
iron.It has been,when conditions were right.the cheapest
way of doing it.As to by-products.the late J.E.JohnsonJr.

thinks the furnace man's dream of tapping iron out of
one notch and cement out of the other may become a reality.

Hov~'ever

this may be there is no question that a bett er
J

recovery of

~aste

heat will be made,and a greater efficiency

realized from it s ut ilization. Saving just the neat from
quenching the coke would make no mean item.Provided that
the blast furnace remains the unit of production,many lines
of irrl];)rOVement suggest themselves. For instance ,as soon as

cheaper' oxygen can be made it has been demonstrated that
i t '\j.Jould mean a considerable saving in the cost of pig,'!o

use an oxygen blast. Raw coal could be used for one thing
and the entire coking cost be saved. Taking into account
the fact that the cost of fuel will also increase as the
supply diminishes,a product manufactured from the low grade
ore to meet physical and chemic&l specifications can be

made to keep the fuel consumption per ton at a minimum.
Some or all of these factors may contribute to keeping
the cost of pig down even after these lower grade ores
are being used.

In point of fact,a considerable tonnage of low
grade ores are at present invading the markets and the
discovery of why this is possible and how it is being done
VJill help in the bett er appreciat ion of the subj ect. The
economic considerations,the necessary operations to

pre~

pare this low grade ore for the market ,the cost entailed,
the product made,and the use of this product in the fur-

nace,will all be dealt with in the remainder of this section.
If the selling price of iron and steel was to
rise these low grade ores might be used provided it caused
a readjustment in the schedule of iron ore prices as made
by the Ore Buyers Association.This possibility is seen to

be very remote. The only other cause for their possible
utilization must be that some of them can be used in making a lower cost pig with conditions as they are.In certain cases this is found to be so;and as the cost of pig
increases with

furth~r

depletions of the high grade ores

it is evident that circumstances will arise whereby more
and more of these low grade ores can be utilized.Recognizing the fact that the present ore schedule provides a
bonus for increased iron units over the given standard,
a })enalty for silica over the given 'minimum, and that no
sale can be made with an ore running high in either phos-

phorus or sulphur ,just ~~vhat factors are found to be vital
in determining the possible success of a

benef~ciation

pro-

ject? In brief they would outline about as follows:

1.Character and size of the ore body
A.Proportionof merchantaQle ore and ore
~hich

can be beneficiated.

B.Cost of

min~ing

2.Results of beneficiation tests
A.Grade of concentrate
B.Concentrate recovery
C.Cost of beneficiation
3.Economic considerations
A.Cost of transportationtinsurance,etc.
B.!lIarket value of priduct
In fine,in order for a successful beneficiation
treatment plant to exist,it means that either an ore body
other~ise

worthless at present,at least,could be utilized

to obtain an ore which could be

mined,treate~

and sold at

a profit;or a given merchantable ore could be treated so

that its sale per ton mined meant a larger profit.In the
second case the treatment

char~s

must be less than the

consquental increased sale price.Further it is understood
that the bonus paid for added iron nnits and the penalty
for added silica units in the ore should approximate the
profit derived per unit in making pig in the first case,
and the added operating expense per unit of silica in the
second case.This is found not to be a fact,however,for in
the case of silica each extra unit means an increased opero~oCJT

ating cost

of~32¢

while the penalty at present is 18¢ per

unit for each unit above 8%.This does not affect the case
vitally because it is only necessary for the miner to

reckon his possible profit from beneficiation using the
present ore schedule,whether or no it is based on sound
~ractice.Of

course,it does show that perhaps the ore

schedule could be made more equitable be basing its pen-

alties and bonuses on operating profits and loses.A further refinement could be made be balancing an equal
anount of the silica with the bases the are may carry and
penalizing only the excess silica.
The furnace man's evaluation of the ore differs
from the prospective mine operater's in that the factors

of vital concern to him,the furnace'man,are,percentage of
iron in the ore,quanity of flux required,coke for this
necessary flux,temperature value of the ore,and porosity.
'l'he ore schedule is supposed to take care of the first three;
while the last two,not taken care of by the schedule,in-

fluence to a degree,at least ,the furnace man's selection
of an ore.lncident&lly a manufactured,or beneficiated ore,

can often be produced that is less refractory,or in furnace

terms requires less coke than a mine run ore. This physical
property of porosity will then increase its demand.
Believing that an example,of the way a mine owner
would have to treat his problem of whether or not to beneficiate,will aid in making clearer these various points

involved,one such hypothetical case is here inserted.

1.Assurne,for instance,the folloHing conditions to

exist for a deposit in a given district.
Cost of open pit minning

.60 per ton crude ore

Cost of log washing

.15

"

II

Royalty

• 4:0

\I

If

concentrate

II

tI

n

Transportation,etc.

1.10

Concentrate recovery

75

Grade of product

55~

Value of product

11

'I

per cent

8% moisture
dry 8% silica

$;d.94 per ton

The necessary calculations would bet
Cost of minning

.60 per ton crude ore

Cost of v1ashing

.15

Total

• 75x100

u

II

=

-"5

Royalty

$1.00 per ton product

.40

Transportation

tt

"

l:.:.lQ.

tt

It

tt

It

It

"

Cost of product per ton total 2.50
Value

II

It

It

It

2.94

- .. -......-

Profit for concentrating

2.Assume again tha.t

,8,

.44

crude ore assays 51.5% iron,

18% silica and 6% moisture,other conditions as above,and
that the sale is to be made on the Ore Buyers schedule of
$5.75 for 51.5% iron and less than 8% silica,a bonus for
iron of lIt a unit and a penalty for silica of 18¢ a unit.

If crude ore was shipped the cost would be,

Cost of minning

.60 per ton

.Roya1~y

.40

Transportation
ffotal

_J~1-.9..

tt

It

n

II

$:-' 10

t

• ..,.

i

The value of the crude ore would be,

Base price(assumed)

$5.75

Penal ty (8i1i ca)
(18-8 )x18rt

Value

_- _-

..... 1.80
....

....... 9"'"
;rp.j • :J IJer ton

Profit

"

tt

\'/ith washing,the cost,as in Ill. is ~p2.50.The value of the

product would be,

Base price

$5.75

Bonus (iron)
(55- 51.5 )Xll¢

--

• 38-~

~

¢~6

---

-.-,,,-

1 ....")J._
2

Value

'lr

Profit

$3.63! per ton

•

In this case installing a.nd operating a log washer is seen
to be the best policy.
HO-iiever thi s may be, the subj ect ha.s been developed

sufficiently and its broader aspects indicated clearly

enough so that the main topic of beneficiation can now receive a more intelligent handling.
Beneficiation as a term applied to low grade iron
oresfnis intended to cover all methods of raising the iron

content of ores,or of removing impurities preraratory to
bIas i_ furnace use n • The removal of such impurities as silica

raises the iron units while removing

~ho8phorus

and sul-

Ihur alone vlould not materially affect the iron content.

The product may be given better ,and at lea,st more uniform
!)hysica.l properties.

A general classification of the processes that
have been found aIPlicable on

lO'jJ

grade ores in different

localities f0110:'78. flihis classification is taken from the
University of Minnesota's Bulletin :No.3,ilPreliminary Concentration Tests on Cuyuna Ores", by

~~'illiarr:

"R.AIPleby

and Edmund :Ne'Nton.
1 • 'l'hermal

A.Drying-removes hygroscopic and atmospheric

moisture
B.Calcining-removes carbon dioxide from
iron carbonates,molecular

~ater

from hy-

drated hematites ,and atmospheric moisture.
Under proper conditions the magnetic
oxide may be produced.
C.Roasting-removes sulphuT,carbon dioxide,
molecular water and atmospheric moisture.
D.Aggloreeration-Primarily for the

pur~ose

of preparing finely divided material for

the blast furnace. Includes briquetting
and sintering.Removes sUlphur,carbon dioxide ,molecular

~.7;";ater

and atmosrheric water.

2. :Me chani c al-

A. Screen Sizing-

re;:~~oves

la.rg2 pieces of

rock and fine sand.
B.Classification-removes sand by means of
currents of water of varying velocities
C.Log washing-removes fine sand
D.Jigging-removes larger particles of impurities than is possible by log washing.

Certain types of jigs remove fine sand.
E.Heciprocating tables- recover fine iron
mineral from sands disca.rded by the above
processes.
F.Magnetic separa.tion-applicable to the
corr~ercial

separation of the magnetic

oxide of iron from gangue material.From
~

scientific standpoint it is possible

to separate certain hematites and limonites from their gangue.
G.M'iscellaneous

~rocesses-comprise dry

concentration,electrostatic separation
and other processes which have been applied
with more or less sucess to material of
certain districts.
In spite of the available choice of methods,it
can be said that the science of beneficiating iron ore

lags far behind when

com~ared

to the developed practice

for other ores.The only real innovation in this field
is the development of a var'iety of types of magnetic
concentrating machines to work either i>n magr.ietite or
an ore roasted to the magnetic condi tion.]j[agnetic concentr'aters must develop plenty of mechanical action so
as to allow the magnetic field to hold only the concen-

trate,and further,in dealing with iron the operation
cost must necessarily be held as low as possible. This
later means that for any

ot

concentration~iron it

is gener-

ally found necessary to figure on treating large tonnages,
in order that a reduced cost per ton may be obtained by
spreading the overhead and also cutting downuper ton fl
cost in the actual operations.
In choosing the process or flow sheet to be utilized it is essential that the character c:.nd form of impurities be studied and then,having chosen a treatment,
the economic limit for the removal of the impurity by

balancing cost of removal against increased profit ,
must be determlned. In some cases no sale would be possible
without beneficiation while in others it is a matter of
increasing the profit.Silica,it

~ill

be remembered,is

the most common impurity, but it may be present in an extI'ernely fine condition as an intimat e association,increas-

ing to larger particles and a less intimate association.
Pflosphorus and sUlphur a.re samet imes present and if

intimately associated with the· iron a roast is necessary.
Sometimes these two are lowered by removing the silica.
In some deposits the gangue is clay and sand. This sand
can be removed by classification,log washers or jigs,the
fine iron being recovered on slime tables in ma.ny instances.~og

washers are numerous and are usually called

on to handle clay. These are all low cost operations.from

four to fifteen cents,depending on the local conditions
and character of the ore.If crushing is necessary this
cost must al so be added, of course. If a straight wet flo;,",
sheet will handle the ore it is then just a question of
the usual laboratory tests,with the incident screen analysis and deteTImination of the proper concentration ratio,
~orking

into a test mill and finally into a larger com-

mercial plant.
The usual laboratory tests) while generally

familiar)cre well briefed in the University of Minnesota's
CO'1Cer?T~a'T,al7

Bulletin Number 2, npreliminary

~. Test

s on Mesabi Ores",

and it is accordingly here inserted:
.Direct result s from experiment s.
1.\Veight of crude ore test edt
2. Screen analysis ,of same.

3.Chemical analysis of' screen product.
4.Chemical analysis direct from crude ore
sample.
Then the following for each concentrator used
(assunled here as log washer)
'5.Weight of washer concentrates.
6.Screen analysis of washer concentrates.
7.Chemical analysis of products in #6

8.Analysis of sample of total concentrate.
Then assuming a two stage washing~the second
step here assumed as tables working on the
log tails)

9.V;eight of table concentrates.
lO.Screen analysis of table concentrates.
lI.Chemical analysis of products from #10.
12.Analysis of sample of total table con-

cent rates.
13. Chemical analysis of tails.

Calculated Results.
1.Distribution of ore and iron by weight in

different sizes of material composing
crude ore.

2.Percentage of iron in crude ore.
3.Distribution of ore and iron by weight in
cone ent rat es using screen sizes as in

!fl.

4.Percentage of iron in concentrates.
5. flO re recoveryil

(concentrates)

6. II iron recoveryll

On the Mesabi range the Oliver Iron Company's
Trout Lake plant at Colerune and the Wisconson Steel's
plant at Kashwank,nicely illustrate this type of washing mill.Trout Lake,which is typical,can handle 35,000
tons of crude ore in two ten hour shifts,ILcluded in its
flow sheet is found first,a grizzle;then a two inch trom-

mel,the over-size hand picked,the under going to twenty
five foot log washers. The heads from these go to the con-

centrate bins while the tails go to a uslough tank" where
the heavier material is drawn off and sent to eighteen
foot log

wa~hersJlocally known

as ltturbosl1.The bottoms

of these are perforated to allow ascending water jits
to agitate this fine ore. The heads go to the concentrate
bins and the tails to tables where the last

s~lit

is

made.
vhile the

sa~e

method can be used to select the

equipment necessary for magnetic concentration, this topic

deserves more attention as it is peculiar to iron ore.
So as to be better able to appreciate this type of ooncentration,the difficulties 2,nd limitations,the liberty
will be taken of

givi~g

a brief survey of the principles.

lilagneti sm lil-ce gravity may be taken as a pure
force ;'."ihich evidences itself as a property of certain

bodies by means of which they attract or repel other
bodies in accordance with a
these

la~s

f~w

definite

la~s.In

a word,

tells us that the attracting force between

'unlike poles and repelling force betv/een similar poles

vary directly as the strength of the poles and inversely
as the distance between them.In a given body,if magnetized, the condition is apparently localized at the two
points furtherest apart.One point is known as the north
or positive pole ,and the ot.her the. south or negative
pole.Other bodies m.ay temporarily eXl.dbit magnetic properties by merely being in contact with one of these
poles. These temporary magnets are of most concern to the
problem of separation as they can be strengthened by
varying the magnetising force,and this strength can be

made much greater than is possible in permanent magnets.
Ordinarily this temporary magnet is sim)?ly a
number of turns of insulated copper wire around a soft
iron core. The strength varies with the current and number

of loops of wire about the core. The variations in strength
bear a direct relation to both the current. and the turns
of vvire;therefore,a greater amount of -Nire is usually
used which means a smaller current requirment.lt has been
~roperty

demonstrated that nearly all substances have this

of magnetism,to a degree at least.Say that iron's attrac~ive

force is l009then magnetite is 40.18(this varies

~itl1

specific ore) ,franklinite is 35.38 and ilmenite is
J

24.7. T~lis is called the "ferro-Il:agnetic" group and they

are all act ed on by an ordinary horse- shoe magnet. r1"he
next on the list is pyrrhotite with 6.6,then siderite
wi th 1.82 and so on dovln through the li st .of minerals
wi th vlitheRi te last wi th only .02.

The high power magnet necessary for hematite
is at present out of the question when the worth of the
corr@odity,iron,is considered. There is the possibility,
ho·,..v ever, that these higher powered magnet s may be made

cheaply enough at some future time,to handle the feebly

magnetic ores.It is at once apparent ,also ,that magnetic
separators working on weaker magnetic minerals

v

ha~e

their

capacity materially reduced.A separator working on magnetite would have about ten times the capacity of the
same machine working on ilmenite.In this connection,
Soaman and Hosteller,in their investigation,cwme to the

conclusion that Fe.. O

G 3

solutions,completely

and Be .04 exist in nature as solid
r

0

solu~ble

in the solid. The attractive

force of ores varies from 1.32 with 100% Fe 0 to 40.18
2 3
",iJ i th 100% Fe304) recognizing that the ores occupy some
intermediate composition.Further as FeO is added to Fe 04
3
that attractive force drops back to about .03 with 100%
Fe O.The significance of this fact is that a reducing
roast of Fe203' Fe 0 is readily

formed.Co~~ercially an

attractive force of about 20 is necessary to make, a separation.This places the limit for Fe 2 0 3 with Fe304:ae
about 50%,and the limit of Fe 0 with Fe304 as 50%.
With this intrmduction to the sUbject and in order
to :preserve a logical sequenc'e ,magnetic roasting '.vill be
briefly considered

ar

this point.Magnetic concentration

c&n be applied to ores predominating in Fe 3 04 'direct,
while the presence of Fe20~ over 50~;; means that the ore
must first be made magnetic by reducing this Fe 2 0 to
3
Fe304. This can be done by using a higher temperature
and heating in air;but by mixing some reducer with the
air,the temperature required is found to be considerably

less. The feul requirements run from 5 to 10% of the weight
of the ore. The idea is an old one, the first patent for
this magnetic roasting of iron ores having been granted
in 1867 to

~r.E.L.Seymour.Several attempts

have since

been Inade: by Clemens Jones in 1890, by lEcCormack and
Barton for the Tennessee Coal,Iron and Railroad Company
in 1893,and by Goltra and Dr.W.B.Phillips for the Missouri

Iron Company. The results of these attempts have been conclusive in one respect,that iS,no method tried could commercially give a successful magnetic roast.Much of the
ore passed through the furnace without being reduced to
the magneti'c state.
Laboratory experiments have shown that the temperature should be at least 400°C and that small increases
raise the efficiency out of all proportion to the increase.
Increasing the time and decreasing the size of

~articles

(this factor having less effect than either the time or
temperature)promotes the efficiency.Any of the ordinary
reducing agents may be used.In the case of

me~thane,

C.M.Bouton proved that the reaction must take place at
gOODe or better,practically eliminating it from commercial consideration.
The glaring fault of all these earlier attempts
seemed to be tpat they all tried to carryon the combustion of the fuel and the reduction of the are in the same
chamber. NOn burning fuel means supplying air and since it
is impossible to supply j"ust theoretical air,or enough
to oxidd,;z-e'the-fuel,some 02 passes in the combustion gases

over the ore effectively destroying the possibility of

getting an efficient reduction.H.G.S.Anderson and his
partner while working for Chino Copper realized this and
developed a furnace to make sponge iron for their copper
precipitation by taking advantage of this fact. Their furnace is essentially a revolving hearth furnace heated by
radiation from tubes over the hearth in which the combustion is carried on. They mix their charge

~ith

about 3%

carbon in any form and not only reduce to Fe 3 0 f but on .
4
do~vn to metallic iron which sufficiently testifies as to

the efficiency of the operation. They have the furnace

patented and have demo.nstrated the fact that it ;,vill r8duce,near~~

all metallic oxides direct to metal,and are

of the opinion that there is a :possibili ty of getting a
direct steel process ,eliminating the blast furnace.Experimentally and theoretically the costs are all that
could be desired and it has only to prove its
mercially to

b~

mtZ~'T

~

com-

pronounced a successful solving of mag-

netic r(~sting..
"

Using either a reduced hematite or a natural
magnetite,magnetic concentration becomes possible.The
princi~les

of this concentration,if given ,mean that the

type of the specific equipment used need only be indicated,so for that reason these principles will be dealt
with first.

Starting with the fact that the stronger magnet

can att ract the vieaker magnet ic ore, and ti:lat essentially
t{le separation de:pends on the mc:-.:gnet attracting the mag#,e,.nj

netic particlesJandAin some manner providing for their
removal; it is seen that if all the particles were the
same size

and that if each pe,rticle were either all

gangue or all mineral the task would be simple.Unfortunatly neither is,ordinarily,the case. Crushing produces a

r&nge of product varying in composition from rure mineral
to r·ure gangue. If all the mineral 1!:ere recovered it would

mean taking an

I::'

of gangue,so that the
"
desired tailing loss must be agreed upon; or looking at it
a~preciale ~rrount

from the angle of' the concentrate-the acceptable amount

of gangue must be determined. Then by sizing the particles
the strength of field can be varied so as just to get
this split.rThe difficulty seems to be removed,but consid-

eration of the fact that the attraction varies as the
square of the distance shows that the magnet may hold the
sm811er of

tv~'o particle~

vlith a lower percentage of mineral

due to the mineral in the smaller particle being always

nearer the magnet than it necessarily would be in the larger.
If the magnetic strength is increased to overcome this,IDore
of the middling product will be retained.A more careful sizing "{lill help t but i s expensive .Another and added difficulty
is found in the mutual attraction manifested between the par-

ticles,the larger acting as magnets and by contact forming
a tr&.in of other particles 'Ghich may entrain or trap gangue

r;articles.
In view of 2,11 this the two methods so far develoI.>ed to effect a concentration are t either allowing t,he ma.g-

net to attract "individual pa,rticles,the non-magnetic droPli-

ing awaY;.or by mass-action-the whole mass of particles

while being held by the magnet are agitated so as to allow
the non-magnetic to free itself.The first is the only possibility for the weaker

~agnetic

material.The second, is used

for fines.

As

to the magnetic concentrators themselves,over

one thousand

~atents

have been granted in the United states.

The various machines can be classified as dry or wet ,and
either high or low intensity.
The basis for the dry separator or cobber is simply
a feed belt. going over a pUlley in ilvhich are stationary}

alternately-poled magnets.This last is to give an agitation
action.~ehe

particles with less attractive force than the

magnets can hold drop directly off the belt ,while the more
magnetic are ca.rried around under the :pulley and may even
be roughly sorted by running a line of successively weaker
magnets out along the belt.It works best on ore between
one half inch and one hundred mesh in size and will have a
ca1acity of about a ton per hour iG a foot of belt width.

In the i;;et cobbers the revolving drum is about
one third submerged. in -;.tat ere The agitation caused by the
reversed or alternate magnets alloi,vS the ;,7ater to vrash

away the non-magnetic. The magnetic is then collected
after emerging from the

~\ater. In

the Ba.11

l~orton

drum

type a small high-speed,slotted,magnetic roller placed
just o:ppo.site the last magnet draws the particles and thro.;s
them off' by centrifical force. Thi s type of machine is best

on ore from eight to one hundred mesh but can handle up to
one-halfinch.lt is rated as from two to three tons per

hour per foot of width.
The Minnea:polis experiment station have designed
and perfected two new machines for the Mesabi Iron Compa.ny, the magnetic log washer and the magnetic .. lrag. The

first is constructed like the familiar log washers except
that it

has

a.

metal screw and magnets installed undel' the

deck. The screws then convey the magnetic material up the
:plane, the magnet s keeping the wash wat er from carrying
it

a'~vay,while

this water does carry off the non-magnetic.

The drag is an adaptation of the "D.orr Drag" ,magnetics

being placed under the plane. Both are at present working
on 150 mesh feed. They both have capacities of about

l~

tons per hour per one foot washer width.
If classification is to follow anN of these oper-

a tions the ore rous t be demagneti zed or the fi. ner ];Brti-

elea wi 11 colle at around the larger and sink.

111e de-

magnetizer is simply a coil of wire around a feed spout.

Alternating current is ueed and by rapidly varying the
ourrent it reverses tr'e field in the pipe and canses the
ore to 10 se i ts res idnal magne tiem.

In speakin~ ·of this type of eouipment eleotrostatic machines should be mentioned.

Huff's electro-

statio separators are probably the best known.

He usee

a revolving dxum wi th t:r.e feed l'6Bsing over it.

A. high

potential field is placed just in front of the dmm which
throws the mOre magnetie particles in falling, toward it;
and so on the
bin.

~ar

side of a partition into the concentrate

lbe weaker magnetio 1s attracted by the higher po-

tent1a.lled dmm and drops directly from it into another
bin.

Not a very wide application haa been made due to

small oapaoities and

va~iation8

in performance with chang-

ing atmospherio oonditions.
There aTe at present fourteen magnetio separating

plants in the United States working on iron ore, and none
so far ue1nEl the magnetio roa.st.
proved unsuooessful usually for
lur~1caJ.

reasons.

Many suoh ope rati one have
eco~omic

rather t'}1a.n metal-

l'homae Edieon'eplsnt in

.i~ew

Jersey is

one of the oasuale hein;z forced to shnt down 'When the Jiesabi
ore first flooded

t}~e

eastern market.

The cost of

the magnetic concentration has not been prohibitive;it
0as usually high

min~ing,crushing,or transportation

costs

that stopped the plants competition with natural ores.
_~onG

these successful operations are the Rich-

ard's Mill,?lorking on a 42% natural magnetite in New Jer-

sey and delivering a 59% concentrate. Its capacity,lDOO
tons per day,with its ratio of

It

to 1 gives the concen-

trate as 1000 tons a day. Their costs are 2?¢ a ton for the
actual concentration. The flolil sheet consists simply of
sizing by tronunels ,vii th DingS; High rnt ensi ty Pulley

Magnetic Separator along with Roche's Welt Belt Separators
doing the concentration.
Another successful :plant, as "\lyell as the most modern,
is installed at Babbitt)Minnesota,and is owned by the
lJ:esabi Iron Compe.. ny.It is the most recent and has taken

advantage of the latest improvements in the magnetic concentration field. The writer made an inspection trip to this
plant and it will be used to illustrate the trend of the
commercialization of magnetic se:paration.It's success is
attested by the fact that the capacity will be increases
to 800 tons of sinter per day,and this involves only a
small additional capital expenditure.
The ore,taconite,has been estimated as five billion

tons which certainly satisfies this item.An analysis of a

typical ore as mined follows:
Iron total II

ti

33.8%

Alumina -

soluble -

29.2

Lime -

magnetic -

88.

Magnesium oxide2.39

45.17

Carbon dioxiie -.53

Silica Phosphorus j'i tanium

.049

oxide -

3 .. 02

none

Sulphur -

Trace

.61

It is extremely hard and tough_intimately and finely
mixed,and very dense.
The 1re1iminary beneficiation work

carri ed out by .ill. / .• Davi s , then
of

Mines;~xperiment

-,,i-,;-i t

~as

largely

h the Minnesota School

St at i on. A t est plant ·:las put in at

Duluth and in 1919 the Mesabi Iron Company was organized
with a $3,000,000 capital to install a plant on the range.
This plant was ready by June 1922 and after making 975
tons of sinter,was shut down in July,to make alternations

which

~ere

the year

seen to be necessary.During the last half of

nea~ly

21,000 tons of sinter averaging 63% iron,

W'a.':made,and it has since turned out about 300 tons a day.
The sinter is clean, porous, dry) and nearly free from fines.
It assays only 8 to 10% silica and .025 to .032% phos-

Phorus along with its 63 to 65% iron. This product enjoys
a good demand and so all conditions necessary for successful beneficiation are adequetly met.

The coarse crushing plant is installed in a pit
fifty feet sQuare and one hundred and five feet deep.Mine
run feeds by gravity first to a 43 x 72 inch Buchanan

ja~

crusher built heavier than the standard specifications/
or 340,000 pounds to be exact.The jaws are in sections,
interchangeable and reverseable.This reduces everything
to 10 inch.A similar crusher below this,36 x 54 inches
reduces to 4 inch.This

~roduct

passes over It inch grizzleys,

the over-size dropping through a Superior McCulley gyratory.
The maximura size is then about 2 inches,which is taken up
out of the pit and dropped on a stock pile by an eleven
ply belt-42 inches wide and 797 feet long. The motors in
this department are all interchangeable and electric controls prevent ore being fed unless the crusher and belt are
running.rPhe capacity of this section is from 3000 to
10,000 tons in twenty hours.

Two thirty inch belts take the are out from under
the center of this out door stock pile and carry it to the

top of the cobber building. The magnetic over-size from the
Mitchell and Hummer series go to a 78 x 20 inch roll built
after the Mesabi design. They are 9 inches thick,made of
forged steel and yet last only 120 days. They are fitted
with double

s~rings

which gives a pressure of 618,000

pounds.The theory used is that with a given sized product

it is possible to remove a certain amount of the

~ieces

with insufficient magnetite to make further treatment
profitable.This"split must be determined by figuring the
cost of operation against the sale value of the products
and the discard usually runs between 3 and 10% magnetite.

By successive screening,cobbingjani crushing about a third
of the original is discarded in sizes varying from 2 inches
down to 6 mesh.The rest of the material is 6 mesh or finer
and. runs 35 to 42~b magnetic iron and is droPlred off an

18 inch belt on the out-door cobber stock pile. Reversing
the usual practice of taking a concentrate as soon and

often as possible,they start discarding as soon and frequently as possible.The Mitchell screens,of which ther are
three,are used on the coarser ore,and the Hummer,eight in all
electrically operate on the fines. Graders and cbbbers are
buil t to their

O'Nn

deaign;an 8 foot rubber belt over a

30 inch head pUlley With a 36 inch face.A grader is

essen~

tially a magnetic pulley,as is used for tra.-rnp iron ,while

a cobber gives agitation due to its alternate poles and
is consequently preferred for fines..
'fhis ore is then drawn from the cobber stock pile

by an 18 inch belt conveyor "and then to the top of the
wet plant. The magnetic rakes or drags have been discarded
as they do not give as clean a concentrate as the logs.

The biggest inovationl.0r improvement/was the discovery
that a concentrate ,amounting to 20% of the feed,could
be taken off the tables(Plato) at 10 to 40 mesh.Five

Harding's 8 foot mills are used in two stages with intermediate classification,but no ores go back through any

of' the mills.The classifiers are of the Derr bowl type.
rrwenty ,""vet cobbers are used, eight a..t the head end of the
mill and tVlelve just ahead of the tables.The magnetic logs,
working on the heads from the bowl classifiers;as well as
the tables,deliver to a Derr Thickener.Anthracite silt,

passing a 10 mesh screen,is added to the thickened sludge.
About

5/~ by

\veight is required to make the cake more porous.

Three 6 x 10 foot Oliver filters reduce the moisture to
lO-'~}; which has

been found to be the most desirable amount.

The present D.& L.42 inch sinterer is inclined but
the neVi one will be horizontal and elevation affected by a
pan conveyor. The suction used is about 12 inches of water;
the speed of grates' 4 feet per minute)and the bed averages
6 inches in depth. The fines passing through the grates
are drawn into a cyclone dust collector run wet and returned to the thickener.An impressive feature is that near-

ly all the equipment in this

~art

of the plant is controlled

by push buttons on the feed floor of the sintering machi'ne.

This operator has an important task and by judging from
the behavior of the charge in the first twenty feet can

change the rate of feed,the proportion of fuel,the strength
of the suet ion, 8.nd the vacuum on the filters.
They

po~;,[er

have their own

~lantjt~'vo

eral Electric-Curtiss steam turbines

2000-Kw

~hich

Gen-

assures them

of' more pov,Jer than they at present need.PoV'ler costs about
I¢ per

K~-hour.There

is also ample water. The construction

is all concrete and steel,and the design is rugged and

permanent.It is all on a massive scale.
All of this produces a finished sinter with physi-

cally ideal furnace properties and analysing:
Tota.l iron

64.6%

Lime

Soluable iron

6:::;.6

Magnesia

Silica

9.

.5

1.

Manganese

Phosphorus

.03

.
Tita.nium

Alumina

•7

Sulphur

.2

oxide

trace
none

The conditions are usually so varied that only
COnCtt"TI(t:TT,OM

by a detailed study can eac~ individualAproblem be answered.

In general the profit per ton will be small and only by
working on larger tonnages can success be hoped for. There
in

is usually the problem on putting the fines",condition for
the blast furnace which can be done by sintering as at
Babbitt,

by using a D

& L or the Greenwalt pans,or

briquetting in bricks as in

un
Gr~aalts

process.The cost

by

~

of this operation will run from fifty cents to a dollar.
From this discussion i t develors that there are
at least three requirements for a successful p1ant;first,

a large sUP1Jly of ore;second,a low

min~ing

east ,and third,

a ready market.If these conditions are all favorable it
but remains to assemble the figures to shoe:; the possible
profit.",',hile these

CO;;Jt

figures vary and must be det er-

mined seIJarately for eschpa,rticular case IE.'::.• Davis
gives the following;
"j

Operating Costs for

:M~agnetic

Concentration

Plant II
Cost in dollars
Items (per ton)

high

and transferring to mill $.50

mediv..D1

~inning

$.30

$.10

.20

.. 10

.05

.~O

.10

.05

.05

.02

.01

1.00

.75

.50

Fine crushing

.20

.10

.05

(48 mesh)
Fine crushing

.35

.25

.15

.05

.02

.10"

.05

Coarse crushing
(to 3" )
Secondary crushing
(3 tt to i"lI)
iliagneti~ cobbing

NAgnetic roasting

(100 mesh)
Magnetic concentra- .10
tion-(Magnetic logs
and drag)
Dewatering
.20

hiGh
$1.25

mediwn
00

.75

Stock-l=;iling and
reclaiming

.1::;

.10

.05

Tailing disposal

.05

.03

.01

Aggl 01L.era ting

;~l.

low

"Construction Cost of Plants for Magnetic Concentration"
Flant

Cost per ton of yearly capacity
hign
medium
low

No Fine Grinding
Fine Grinding Re-

~l.OO

~.75

$.50

3.00

1.50

qUired

In conclusion it must again be pointed out that
the product made may have very superior physical :pro-

perties aside from its increased grade. Th.ese physical
properties while not apIearing on any schedule

~ill

never

the less create a demand by furnace men for this hardJuniform ore carrying no fines,with its open structure.During
the war the Yesabi product received a bonus from the ordinance manufa.ctors.This uniform raw :product requires less
coke and its very uniformness means a lower furnace operation

COSt,80

that its demand will increase and its advan-

tage or superiorty over direct

sme~ting

ores will be bound to

gain recognition,and perhaps compel an equitable bonus on
the Ore Buyer's schedule.

5.

b..i.~
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A

dJ.ISSJURI

SU.2l-iLY

After the field force had started to draw their
general conclusions regarding types of ores,tonnages,trans:portation and available water; i t becomes eVident, due mainly
to the transportation item,that no large scale operation
could be inaugerated unless a means ofbeneficiation,generally applicable to- the various varieties of primary and
secondary ore J could be found. r['his beneficiation, if possible,
it '"',,as realized would at onc,e reduce the transportation
item. comprising both the local haul and the freight ,and.
raise the value of the marketed product. 'I' he o"re types being indiscriminately distributed and this distribution
mainly lateral,made it important that a general scheme be
devised which could treat the mixed

~roduct

as mined.

Developed a little futther,this would mean central mills
for the given area to which the as-mined mineral could be
most economically delivered.The product or concentrate
could then be taken to the nearest railroad or in some
instances a siding built to the mill.Due to the scarcity
of water the mill sites ,would be largely determined by
this factor.
As to the flow sheet ,from what has been said

about pipe are it is understood that this could be put
directly into the concentrate bins but the treatment to
I

get the greatest efficiency should be made such as
could deliver

.'3.

desirable concentrate from a mixture

of the remaining ores.

The pipe ore,as statedtis all in small scattered
deI-iosits and is very refractory.1'YI;ical analysis of this

variety of the secondary ore taken from all parts of
the district are given belo'vv.
Sam:ple

.%Fe

·:;SiO.~
,
J.:.I

.~fS

'?SP

/'0

1

5~.32

9.6

.041

.024

-)
....

53.93

9.12

.039

.021

3

60.48

1.90

.04'1

.O~9

4

59.37

~~.

5

58.46

3.16

6

60.88

1.65

?

61.08

2.33

8

59.17

3.35

88

.G48

.046

.022

Having satisfactorily ascertained"that these deposits

-;iere too small to be a serious factor,the concentration of the primary and remaining members of the secondary groups were next taken up.
The actual tests were conducted on each group
separatlY,trying first crushing with screen analysis

to determine the critical crush,then ".7ater concentration,
and finally magnetic roasting v/ith various quenches.It
was hoped these quenches,if drastic enough,might break

the ore particles

u~

sufficiently to liberate some of

the more tightly locked silica.
At the out set it must be stat ed that whil e the

results of this group of tests are negative they may
serve a useful purpose if only to

~oint

out the present

inadequacy of any treatment so far developed.It is seen
that here and there .possitive results are achieved on
a given sample. Such results are decidedly in the minority and it was discovered represent another group of
the secondaries locally called "peanut-candyll ore in
which a good portion of the silica occurs in large
pieces easily separa.ted from the iron constituent.Tbis
type may and usually does grade off ,hOlr/ever t even in a
given deposit to a more finely divided and &1osely
locked silica mineral. Recognizing that it would be commercially impossible to separate and concentrate this
type,except perhaps as with pipe ore in small local
deposits,it offers no hope of providing an answer to
the problem.
No positive results of any kind were acbieved
on the primary ores.A microscope will show each little

particle,-.7hile apparently :r;:ure mineral to the eye,to

be a vEirtual s&.nd hill.
It was seen that the screen analysis and water
concentration could offer no solution so that most of
the time VIas spent on magnetic roasting and concentration. It can only be said that while the iron' content

was raised the silica sas correspondingly raised in proI-~ortion.The

results as tabulated and annoted ',':i11 make

all of this clear.
Fl;!!!.l~.r.Y_Q.~_
~

representative test from this group of the ores

is here given. Sulphur and

phosp~orus

gave no difficulty

in any of these ores so that the analysis covers iron
and

insolu~ble

only.

Original Sample
20.61 Insol.
44.88 Iron

Screen Ane.lysis (Crushed thru 28 mesh)

%Fe

%Insol.

%

Accum.%

35

4

4

46.45

19.57

48

21

25

46.25

20.43

65

23

48

46.15

20.42

100

20

68

45.86

20.14

Screen mesh

,.-f

Screen mesh

Accum.~·/

?:J

;{;Fe

:;~{Insol.

150

19

87

45.56

20.29

200

8

95

46 .. 25

20.2,6

5

100

45.56

20.45

thru 200

A theoretical head TIas then made from each
screen by washing on a watch glass.
Head from screen

j'6Insol.

35

48

49.1

17.58

65

;";0.08

16.86

100

50.38

15.92

150

50.38

14.98

200

50.18

15.78

thru 200

50.08

15.56

There was no tendency for the silica to cone entrate in either the coarse or fines bpt it was desired
to find how nearly this theoretical hea.d could be

approached by table concentration.
Accordingly a portion of the original sample
was crushed and a 50# sample taken thru 48 and on 65

mesh.
Thirty-two pounds of head was obtained with
14.29 insol.and 50.28 iron. The tail ran 27.84 insole
and 36.53 iron.This re~resents a 73% iron recovery.

2~E2~~~~Y_b1~9Eit~§

Several field samples

""j

ere first tE,ken to get

some idea as to the variance in amounts of constitu-

ents in the minera.l from different localities.
Sample

;~Fe

.-·{Insol

1

4 r7.38

15.69

2

49.09

16.40

3

01.85

36.29

.06

4

46.(:,)9

22.11

.09

5

4;::.

14.46

4~

Typical screen analysis. Head Fe Z;5.50
.rr

.06

.034

.o?

.018

Insol. 39.72

Screen: me'sh

>~)

Accurn.%

;';,:Fe

%Inso1.

4

2.9

2.9

33.28

45.4

6

18.9

21.3

37.63

38.3

8

15.3

37.1

39.07

3'3."5

10

12.6

49. r7

41. ~2

.jl.b

14

7.4

57.1

42.35

31.2-

20

6.6

63.7

42.14

31.0

28

6.8

70.5

3:3.14

37.0

35

8.6

'79.1

29.53

51.4

48

3.4

87.5

25.02

58.8

65

6.3

93.,J

22.25

63.2

80

1.8

96.6

23.64

58.3

-;.4

Accum.~~

Screen rnesh

/0

100

2.0

97.6

29.12

51.5

150

1. ~3

98.9

3?22

3;.3

200

.5

09.4

33.56

34.0

7~:

35.2

thl'u 2UO

Another

.6

sam~le

100 .

;Z;Fe

35.

-'Insol.

all thru 10 mesh

Head Fe 36.5

Screen mesh

Insol. 40.?4

Accum.%

~0Fe

7b1 nsol.

14

5.0

5.0

50.04

13.22

20

8.4

13.4

50.96

17.52

88

11.6

25.0

45.73

25.56

15.6

40.6

35.99

41.46

18.0

58.6

30.45

50.36

16.6

75.2

27.68

55.30

80

5.6

80.8

28.30

54.18

100

7.8

38.6

33.63

45.70

150

6.(;

9-'1.6

42.04

32.00

97.4

45.12

26.40

4 . ) .37

27.20

200
thrJ,1 200

100.

The screen analysis looked as if there might be

~ossibil-

ities fpr wet concentration.A picking-belt and jig were

installed at Taakee,Wayne County,to use in running tests
on large samples taken from the field. The field force

decided that for the problem in hand this treatment
must be effective on mixed ore as received.
~1~J?ica1

~

Test on IJrixed. Ore

~-~--~----~~-~---~-~-~~

6400# v:as used running 38.1S Fe and 29.43% 8i02- P .066
Washed(log-~,c,asher)

1000/*
II

and jigged gave

fron~ l~icking

15.5./; total ani 32;;;; of washed.

belt

18. r/j-b

1200# grate product

- 15.

1000# hutch

5.~~

i.

n

··6-1;f
.)
,Ii')

It

It

It

32;b

If

f1

"

The picking bel t material ~Nas thru 4 H and on 1

(trommel ed)

and assayed 47.3% Fe,18.55% .SiJ~ and .054% P.
The #1 grate product assayed,
49.29% Fe~14.88% 6i0 2 and .06% P ..

The #2.grate product assayed,
45.36% Fe,21.29% 8i02 and .055% P.
The jig was run wi th~" screens.
3

Screen Analysis of #1 Hutch
-~~~~-~---~~---~---~~---~-~-

% P.

51.11

14.52

.063

23

49.69

15.49

.05

12

35

46.87

18.40

.06

67

21

56

44.65

21.68

.o?

50

16

72

41.53

24.<30

.089

78

28

100

36.89

30.26

.068

%

on .391

54

14

14

It

.263

29

9

t1

.135

35

It

.131

u

.093

.525

thru .093

c!..

2

Accum. )!~

-.Neight

thr~

.is Fe

/0

8i0

Screen Analysis of /!2 Hutch
---.......... ....... _-- ....... - -... - ....
-'

~------

thru .526

-4

weight

.k

Accum.;s

.391 ft

62

9

9

4,).44

26.3

.061

.263"

118

13

27

48.38

13.59

.0$3

tt

.185 11

117

18

45

47.58

19.82

.075

u

.131 tl

12?

19

66

42.03

';':;3.92

.071

Tl

.O93 1l

65

9

75

39.51

2?61

• 076

thru .093 f1

175

26

100

32.036

30.48

.072

on

11

('.:/

/'.)

Se

.~{:SiO,G

;~

P•

FrOln all of this it was seen that 'Net concentra-

tion could only be effective on very restricted deposits,
or would only answer the possible operators problem 10cally;and could by no means be turned to for a

p08s~ble

method of utilizing the southeast brown ores.
The field of magnetic roasting and concentrating
was next turned to and after sufficient information had
been collected as to current practice. experiments

~ere

started.rrhe first sample used was the il!)eanut-candyu

variety of secondary ore which.as the results given
ShO~i

,looked promi sing. On trying similar test s on the pri-

mary ores and mixtures of the two types,however the resuIts ,as in wet concentrationtwere in no way encouraging.

'I",flenty-five pounds of the

Vias taken assaying
~ashing.The

51.85~:;

Ii

p eanut-candy Tl ore

:Fe and 16.92~:~ Si0 2t after

ore was then given a reducing roast by

heating in a closed muffle with coal.After the roast
the analysis

\iaS

62 • .35;10 Fe and 16.14~;~ SiD,.
G

Screen Analysis of Product
.•of

on

•

;b

ACClU11.

9.1

11.3

9.85

21.15

;&

Fe

r'1A.,
. If
f _~

.3?l U
.263"

11.8

32. ';;5

13.0

45.95

.131 11

.095"

~8.85

11.45

6.65

,.~O

11.64

65.

67.66

11.1

66.87

15.5

59.51

~~4. 26

51.75

32.92

4,~.13

41.50

70.30
80.2

.065"

69.13

86.55

.033"

4.00

90.55

93.75

• 023~~ It

.0164"

2.05

95.80

.0116 n

1.45

97.25

.008G tI

.9

98.15

.005S It

.6

98.75

.0029"

.55

99.30

.5

99~8

thru .0029 11

A

~vJ

ashed, or theoretical head and magnetic head . .'Jas then
oHler;!..

taken from every/\ screen.
Washed Head
SiO~

on .263"

Fe
68.45

.131 tI

64.71

.066"

lTLagnetic Head

% Mag.

Fe
67.86

BiG

100

15.28

82

66.97

11.27

66.87

17.06

83

70.31

11.98

.033/1

66.97

17.21

33

65.5

18.48

.0164 tt

06.76

28.28

71

59.7

24.45

.0082"

47.04

33.';7

72

50.38

29.72

7.52

9.~2

The only comment needed ,here is that the other tests
made in no case even approached these results;and that

this was made on e.. variety of' ore,the Upeanut-candYu,
that is ameniable to even wet concentration,and not on
a mixture of the ores.

A

preliminary roasting test on the primary ore,

using a small sample which assayed 48.48% Fe,16.2% Si0 2
and .04~:S P gave the following results.One portion was
mixed with coal and sampled every half hour.A tempera-

tlire was tai<en at the same time.

Sample

% b1e

Orig.

48.48

16.• 2

.041

% SiO G

7b P

1

200

51.1

16.02

.046

2

300

53.42

16.55

.051

3

750

53.12

18.52

.05

4

850

52.92

19.91

.055

'The sai11e ore roasted with no coal ran It, 1i' e 65.94, %3:L02

16.53,and %p .55. The ore from the roast,with the coal
·,·,:as

then divided into

porti:JDs and one allowed to

tVJO

cool in air while the other was water quenched.
c1

,,/")

Magnetic
Hon-magnetic

69

Fe

·--.-1"·0
:',,:.>1 2

%P

57.36

15.91

.060

51.3

G2.2

.067

18.65

.059

22.65

.059

~"~!~E_5~~!l~!:~~_

M.agnetic

46

Non-magnetic

54

49.09

Variations of the roast were then tried
44.3?;1a

on an

ore

~ith

Fe and 25.65% 8i 0.,- ;wi th the following results.
~

The concentrates were all made with a magnetic log.
A. Closed muffle, t'liO hours ,800 degC ,~:vater quench

Analysis of magnetic head from product
Fe

% SiOG

6

47.6

2U.63

8

49.7

21.72

10

48.2

22.6

14

53.8

20.5

20

51.6

19.7

- 20

46.3

27.8

Screen

on

d1
/0

0

•

(J.

3.1:0 coal,40 mlnut"s at 700 deg.C

J

7lat er quench

40

II

{I

700 deg.C

u

It

00

It

n

500 deg.C

Ii

It

On the theory that this drastic treatment might break
up the ore en?ugh to free more of the silica.
Analysis of the ffiagnetic head from the product,
Screen

,~,;f

/0

;:t 8i0

Fe

J?

on 6

56.3

21.4

8

58. :3

20.<3

10

60.5

20.0

14

68.?

17.9

20

53.0

~~6.

20

:51.3

:23.2

-

2

;)

C.Ore from(B) mixed with coal and quenched four
times from 700 deg.C
Analysis of magnetic head from product
-~---~-~~-------~--~-~-~-~--~~~-------~

Fe

~~~ Si0

6

53.0

22.4

8

65.5

19.6

10

68.5

18.5

14

58.3

21.6

20

67.?

20.9

- 20

62.5

20.3

Screen
on

1'.'!"

.'.~"

2

,'/hile the magnetic roasts raised the iron und. ts nicely
i t is seen that even the drastic quenches lid not break

the

silic~

free so that it could be separated.Semples

were sent to the Huff Electrostatic people but the resuIts obtained showed no lowering of the silica in the
h~ads

as is to be expected since even at 200 mesh the

silica,in the primary especially,is still locked in the
ore particles.

Another representative test on the primary
follows.
The original ore,45.4?% Fe and 23.17% 81° 2 ,

given a reducing roast at 800 deg.C for three hours.
Air Cooled

Tater 'tuench

% Fe

_Product
... ---_ ....

..,04
:';?

S'~ 0 2

I

7~

Fe

·'its·~ 0 2
10

33.01

57.10

On 8 mesh 70% 51.26

32.36 73%

50.18

29.76

Thru 6 mesh30%53.22

26.09 27%

50.??

26.26

Mag. on 8 (4~

25.00 61%

58.82

26.4

N"on-mag. on 8( 58(.) 43.8

33.42 39%

37.81

54.5

Mag. thru 8( 45~ 56.1?

2'7. 29 75(~

55.52

31.86

Non-mag. thru 8(59046.55

30.09 25%

39.48

42.47

52.63

58.04

To close this end of the work a large mixed
sample was then obtained,trying to get just such a product as any mill in the area would be called on to
treat. This sample was then mixed thoroughly and samples
taken from i t for the following tests.

::)1

/0

Accum. ,:::~~

Cn .742 t1

2.7

2.7

.525"

10.7

13.4

.371 it

11.7

25.1

.263"

Ib.O

40.1

.185"

16.6

.693 t1
.065 fl

c!

/0

Original
~tc: • 0
e
//)1.)1. 2

lj'l

.D

";~'ashed

}"CFe

;hSi02

32.9

50.18

47.33

28.68

56.7

48.02

27.53

53.03

1S.89

9.9

79.1

49.00

27.23

51.46

22.31

7.2

86.3
46.55

29.63

5~.50

18.62

45.56

30.23

53.91

19.13

40.36

36.41

51.85

18.86

51.8

19.48

.0328"

2.5

92.7

.0232"

1.8

94.5

.0164 11

1.3

95.8

.8

96.6

.0082 11

1.2

97.8

.0058 11

.7

98.5

thru.0053 i1 1.4

99.9

Screen Analysis (all crushed to pass

• f525"

)

------~-~~~-~------~~--~-~---~----~--------.....
·71 Fe
Accum.}·~
/0
/0

On .371 ft

.04

.04

.263"

1.40

1.44

.185 ft

7.76

9.20

.131 Jl

12.32

21. 5;~

.093 tt

12.93

34.45

.06;)"

11.06

45.81

.0~6n

7.63

03.14

.0328 u

6.0?

59.21

.0232"

8.62

67.83

• 0164 11

8.10

75".93

.0116"

6. [:'1

82.44

.0082"

3.89

86.33

.0008"

3.71

90.04

.0041 tt

2.57

92.61

.0029 11

2.28

94.89

4.41

99.30

thru.OO29 u

% Si0 2

31.82

48.25

42.62

35.75

47.63

28.00

47.53

~?ll

46.64

29.02

45.37

29.26

43.99

30.94

39.67

34.64

Two saIn:ples of this ore were then taken and each given
a

reducing roast. The first was water quenched a.nd the

second air cooled. The results in this test are tabulated
below.

from the
above
_Samples
... - ..
.... _......
... -- ......
-....
_-~

----~

...~

~'.: ashed

:i\iagnet i c Head

On

lb

.863 n

% Fe

% SiOr)

27.42~

53.13

44

57.94

21.66

5~).

91

:G4.94

50

58.82

20.06

53.29

24.04

:jO

56.3?

21.9?

58.63

19.06

:.sa

51.a4

26.94

54.21

2.3.01

38

43. :::'1

.::.8.06

47.43

27.33

.i'.~.ag.

51.7b

32

.131 U

.0328"

.0082 t1

Head

('1,~.1
{;j

)~ SiD

Fe

2:3.?3tC.

Air Cooled
Product

46.25% Fe and 35.77% 8i02
c:!
/C)

On

d

/0

Accum.

.742"

.9

.';;)

.525 1t

3.4

4.3

7.5

11.8

.263"

10.2

22.0

.185 11

12.2

34.2

.131"

13.5

47. rl

.C93 f1

12.5

60.2

.065"

10.9

71.1

.046 H

6.6

77.7

.0328"

4.6

82.3

.0232"

3.9

86.2

.0164·

2.9

89.1

.0116"

2.3

91.4

.6'71 11

'

ro

,;s

On Screen
Fe

% Si0 2

46.64

32.00

50.67

27.64

50.23

28.00

44.04

31.51

40.56

31.48

;~~f

% Accum.

'0

On

thru

'0

.0082*'

1.8

9:3.2

.OO5a tl

1.5

94.7

• aD-'ll tf

1.2

9b.9

.0029 n

1.3

97.2

.0029 11

2.4

99.6

,,,1

;;1)

On Screen
Fe

et.
;0

Si0 2

38. ~)9

33.33

41.15

3Z).13

43.7

31.99

Samples from the above

-~~--~---~-----~--~-~---

_~~~E~~~.9_J:.I§§-g.--

.--,

.. ---

Washed Head
_--.---_..-_~_

lliag.

% Fe

On .263 ft

82

54,11

18.58

56.27

26.39

.131 t1

67

55.63

24. :,)8

55.19

25.81

.066"

'73

56.37

24.17

50.6?

29.04

.0328"

71

52.64

29.44

52.05

25.52

.0164"

90

47.33

31.49

4?43

29.55

• 0032 11

80

42.62

32.71

41.67

35.83

,/0

% Si02

...

% Fe

% Si02

Summed u:p it is evident that conc.entration in any form
is not able to lower the high silica to witn in the re-

qUirements.The phosphorus and sulphur give no trouble
in any case.
Magnetic roasting successfully raised the iron
content so that a concentrate above the base requirement
could

oe

obtained;but in no way improved,in fact/usually

similarly raised the silica content.

FinallyJsose of the secondary ores,notablyJthe
n

peanut-cand y l1 type, cs.n be commercially tl"eated by \.vash-

ing and jigging,and this is being done in many places.

It has already b3en pointed out hO.Jiever t that deposi ts
of this ore are not only small -but usually intima.tely

mixed

~ith

other

ty~es

of ore so that a large scale

operation is out of the question;that is ,one large
enough to supply an
requirements.

ap~reciable

fraction of a furnacefs

6.
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CONC~USION

This detailing of the possibilities for each type
of ore

~ith

and without beneficiation,so far indulged in,

was deemed essential.It next becomes expedient to enlarge

the horizon of this investigation after summarizing the
conclusions that have so far been developed.
Our investigation would tend to
nace company could not develop a

sho~

min~ing

that a fur-

company that

could deliver a furnacets needs as to tonnage in ore
which would equal Lake ores in chemical composition.
The red ores are in relatively small scattered
deposits with those eXhibiting a variety of compositions
in the different sinks.Of course,if a large sink or a
number of,say 150,000 ton sinks of merchantable ore are
found it would nullify our conclusion.Our conclusions,

however,are

b~sed

upon the sinks so far discovered,and

those so far discovered would tend to lead one to believe
that those still to be found are likewise relatively

small. Cherry Valley will furnish the optomist with field
evidence that there are possibilities of others being
found With larger tonnages. The case must rest with the
fact that the known sinks are

inadequdt~

The secondary brown ores are in much the same

predicament as the red ores.Add::;d to these difficulties
it is found that from a

min~ing

point of view it would

be difficult ,in some cases,to mine only a desirable product.In the same region both a desirable and an undesirable product are often found.
These two types,locally,often meet composition
requirements as mined; or in some cases can be made to
by means of a simple washiuB plant. Locally these ores

are often profitably mined and,no doubt,there are
attracti~e

OPFortunities existinG yet in this field.

When a given tonnage requirement has to be maintained,
however,these two sources could not be counted on.With
several small scale

operations~the

necessity for an

efficient exploration and prospecting section;the variation in deposi ts ,whic·h would meal.1 a variety of equip-

ment and a flexible minning organization;--all this presents difficulties which appear to be insurmountable.

To assemble a variable raw product whose value is low,
from numerous sources appears too hazardous,particularly
when a given tonnage must be available at the assembly

point.
The primary brown ores,on the other hand,while
locally present in sufficient amounts to maintain tonnage
are found not to meet composition requirements. Further ,

no COIDnlercial process,so far developed,can correct this
composition.The locally large tonnages,and the possible
cheap minning make it probable that as lower grade ores

are utilized these

de~osits

will receive favorable atten-

tion.At the present they can not compete as to pig cost,
with the lower silica ores.

The St.Louis Coke and Chemical

Comp~ny

have,since

this work was done,been getting a good part of their are
from the Iron Mountain Company. rllhis comIJany is operating

on the sIJecular .hematites in the porIlhyry at Iron Mountain,
about ninety miles from the plant.As indicated earlier,He
di d no wor"..:.:. on thi s type of depo si t. They ap;rarently have
large deposits ~.'. hich ca.n be beneficiated profitably.This

means that the Coke

Com~~nyts

pig must cost less using

this ore than it does using Lake ore. The minning company
estimates its reserves at from

l~JOOO,OOO

to 30,000,000

tons;and claims to produce a concentrate of 55% iron and
7~

silica. The president of this minning company,in a

paper Fublished as part of a booklet distributed by the

Mercantile.Trust Company of St.Louis says,"It must not,
however,be assumed that Iron Mountain is the onlyavail-

able source of iron ore in Missouri.The Ozark Plateau,
over 25,000 square miles of territory in Missouri ,covers
roughly the region of the state having iron ore deposits.

I:Phroughout this ext ensive a,rea the brown ores are found,

either as primary ar, secondary limonites.These bro'wn ores,
iNhen "iashed a.nd jigged.give a furna.ce product very satis-

factory in iron and silicc;, content-- .... ---The real question
is whether these deposits are sufficiently numerous to
justify the installation of a plant of sufficient size
to treat a la.rge tonna.ge.

1t

The statement is inaccurate as it has already
been sho'wn that the primary ore s are present in sufficent
amount s but that no treatment so fa.r devised will lower
the silica to a satisfc."ctory amOl;nt in the primary ·oreii ..
It is too Iriuch to say that the

broT.~Jn

ores B.re found through-

out the uplift region. 'llhe statements are optomistically
correct but not scientifically sound.
\"ith these facts assembled one feature is worthy
of a fevl further remar::':s.This suggestion,as here present-

ed 7-~"laS finally m.s.de to the company who considered it but
have not carried it into effect.
A tonnage of the bro'v'fn ores, especially if l'2.0 regard'be paid to

ty~e

or silica content ,could be cheaply

mined. Suppose the ore cost laid down in St.Louis.to be
as follo-liS,

Minning

$1.00

Royalty

.50

Freight

Add to this

25~

1.25
_...........
_- ..
$2.75 tota.l

a ton for overhead making its cost to

the company &t the furnace $3.00. T his ore will average
say 18% silica and 45% iron. These figures are all estimated on the conservative side.
Now suppose

&.

Lajce are running 8% silica and

51% iron could be obtained for $7.00 a ton.

It appears that there must ,at least with a small
I:.ercentage of Missouri ore charged wi th the Lake ore t
be a possible saving;and that beyond some definite mix-

ture the increased furnace operation cost would overbalance the cheaper Missouri are.
Since these figures are mostly estimated,tho conservately it is believed,it is not important to determine
. the exact percentage of Missouri ores that could be used.
Perhaps Iron Mountain is,or will be able to ship at so
low a figure that not even this mixture could compet e.

Certainly,if a total Missouri ore is demanded this does
not

an~ner

the question;but perhaps they,the brown ores,

might be profi tably mixed with the Iron !Ilountain pro-

duct.

~o

get back to the problematical case in hand,

if all :'aJ.<:e ores -;} ere used the ore :per t on of pig -;/ould

cost

;~14.00.

NoVi assume an even mixture of Lake and Missouri

ore.
_Q9§~_

SiO----€--

_F.e___

Lake

.II?

8

51

iEi ssouri

1'7..>

18

45

Mixture

1'10.

13

46

Say the excess silica cost, 30 cents a unit to put through

the furnace;and that the lessened production on a 500 ton
furnace due to the lower iron amounts to 30 tons a day.
Then this silica would cost $3.00 and the lowered pig
figure (assumming pig at $20.00 a ton) amounts to 60 cents
a ton if charged against the ore.
Calling the Lake ore per ton of pig $14.00,then
the mixture by comparison should cost,Cost of ore Elimination of excess silica

Decreased output Total

$10.00
3.00

.60
$13.60

This means a saving of 40 cents on a ton of pig.

5iguring a 30.:'; };[issouri ore mixture the items
";/ould be t

Cost of ore slimination of excess silica Decreased output -

1.80
.40

Total
Net saving - 20¢

On this same basis 100% Missouri ore would save 80 cents
on a ton of pig.All of the costs having been taken exceptionally high,e.g. ,the silica elimination at

30~cents

a unit,and figuring decreased tonnage at sales price of
pig,should more than compensate for the greater coke
necessary to handle the greater,more aGid slag volume.
It is not

supposed,ho~ever,that 100%

Missouri ore would

be an economical proposition but certainly a nearer even
mix should be.At any rate ,this being conjecture,it requires the actual furnace cost to figure this practically;
and the tests couli be made by increasing the. EissQuri

ore percentage in the burden until the economic limit
was reached.It appears then, that some such limit must
exist that could take advantage of this low ore cost.

This seems to offer the only possibility of a

furnace supplying itself even a partial,steady-tonnage
requirement vIi th st at e ores, other than the specular
hematites.

1'he Coke Company has announced (I~arch 1;;:24)
C~.n

increased capaci t y of 350 tons or a total daily pro-

duction of 850 tbns of pig.This willJno doubt ,mean a
greater iron ore activity in the state - more independent producers operating locally;but the company's
present situation,as far as establishing & state supply
is (; oncerned ,must be to rely on these specular hemat it es.

r;.'hese specular hematites hav3 entered the field
as a ne\'" fact or since thi s investigat ion vIas made;::,'i th-

out thera. the only solut ion seemed t a be thi s mixing

Y/i th

Lake ores. 'Hith them it may be that this mixing -;.rith
hissourifs brown ores wouli lower the pig cost,- the

specular ore costs not being

availa~le

it has not been

determined. Sooner or 1ater,as the iron percentage drops

and the silica increases in the base rate,Missouri's
ores will be more fUlly exploited, for the present a
large scale operation will probably have to wait until
the merchantable porphyry deposits are more nearly exhausted.
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